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Abstract: The size, shape and finishes of the small home theatre room decide the acoustic quality of the home 

theatre room. This paper analysis the various options for the design of home theatre room for musical instruments 

and for multi-purpose use. The determination of home theatre room sizes, proportions, shapes and finishes with 

their possible impact on the sound quality are discussed and also standing waves, room modes and even 

distribution of the modes in home theatre rooms are also addressed. At the design phase this would determine the 

final cost, floor areas utilized. In the home theatre acoustic the size, shape and modes are the major “elements”. 

The frequency response and the reverberation time are the important part of entire system. If want to build a 

home theatre, will be starting with the actual room itself. The size and the shape of the room provide a significant 

impact on the performance of the home theatre and how to makes the room better sound quality for the home 

theatre are discussed. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

The most development of human and culture are speech and sound. Sound is the energy that transferred from the source 

by developmental sound wave through some medium. Almost in all the fields the acoustics is spread in our society viz. 

music, medicine, industrial production, etc… 

The acoustic helps, to do noise problem analysis, to do industrial noise control, to make a sound proof room, and to 

understand the sound absorbing and reflection. The sound heard in a listening room is obtained by the combination of the 

electronics system and acoustics of the listening room. Specifically, the modal produced by the room be so significant 

they dominate the sound. So concentrate on the room design to minimize the relics at the low frequencies. Modes in small 

rooms frequently direct to sustain sound decays and uneven frequency responses – regularly referred to as pervading 

character (coloration). Problem arises at the low frequencies due to quite low modal density. Here we will be concerned 

ourselves with the first problem of choosing the good room dimensions. 

II.     ROOM ANALYSIS 

A. Room Analysis         

The shape and size of the studio room is a basic factor when designing a studio to attain a suitable acoustic environment 

with a standard speed of sound 343m/s. Because Shape and size manipulate the resonances a room naturally produces. 

Although rooms with parallel walls, floors and ceilings are preferred for studio rooms, to maximize the use of the 

available space the rooms in studio facilities are normally rectangular in size. Where rectangular rooms with parallel 

walls, floors and ceilings are adopted, care should be taken to determine the ratios of the room length, width and height.  

To reduce the amount of healing wanted in the studio to clean sound can be reduced by building an acoustically suitable 

room.    

Room Details: Volume – 17 m
3
, Surface – 40 m2, RT 60 - .7 sec 
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B. Figures, Graphs and Tables 

Table 1: Axial Mode & Frequency 

 

Table 2: Tangential mode & Frequency 

 

Table 3: Oblique mode & Frequency 
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Relative mod strength Vs Frequency (Hz) 

Fig.1. Room mode for 17 m3 room (Ratio 1.3:1.4:1.5) 

 

Modes in Ascending Frequency 

Fig.2. First 50 Modes (Frequency (Hz) Vs Modes in ascending frequency) 

 

Fig.3. Reflectivity of each mode 
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Fig.4. Mode spacing    

C. Results  

From the Fig 2 And the table 1 understood that the initial modal resonance happens at the frequency 56.3 Hz where the 

distance between the two borders is equal to half a wavelength. The first modal resonance at 56.3 Hz takes place for 10 ft 

long and next resonances takes place at multiples of this frequency.  

From the mode spacing fig 4 identified that the mode spacing of low frequency are good enough but also not often spaced 

this leads to bad sound quality. The peak response error are identified at the mid range frequencies 132.48, 160.87, 

198.73, 241.31, 321.75, 402.18 Hz. Observed that there are 79890 standing waves between 0 Hz and 500 Hz. The Fig 3 

shows the results of reflectivity with 2” mineral wool provided, in the walls and ceiling, for the effective reflectivity 30 % 

coverage is essential. Average wall absorption of 30 % is estimated, So that the reverberation time will be reduced to .23 

m/s. 

III.     CONCLUSION 

Where rectangular room is proposed with the ratio of 1.3: 1.4: 1.5 (by R. Walker, 1996) [3] 

 

Room if:   

                                                    1.1*(W/H) < (L/H) < 4.5*(W/H)-4 

                                                            1.3     <   1.4   <        1.5 

   
   

The room modes and modes distribution where checked. Whatsoever the shape and size (10*8.5*7 ft) of the room, in the 

low frequency range where modes are sparsely spaced in frequency, directed to a poor sound quality.  

In particular, this is the extremely extended sound decay of modes that make sound sustain and clear. By damping (adding 

absorption materials to) the modes this problem can be solved. This is best if the room has definite dimension and this 

helps in minimize the modal problems .So that the treat of the modes will be done easier (and cheaper). 

Normally in rectangular room the peak frequency response error created by interference of naturally occurring axial 

standing waves are reduced by employing an acoustical bass absorber in the balanced room. The type of instrument and 

the loudness of the instrument are to be measured for the design of the small home theatre room. The wall insulation 

properties to be determined based on the instrument loudness and target background noise.  
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